Words Their Way™

“We started looking for a spelling program that was going to be student
orientated, hands-on, differentiated and linked to the student’s
reading and writing program. When we were introduced to Words Their
Way we found that it was going to cater for all of these needs.”
Helen Ottaway, Primary Curriculum Coordinator,
St Andrew’s Anglican College, QLD

Find out about the new
Words Their Way Australian
Supplement DVD inside!

Achieve better results in your classroom
with Words Their Way, a highly regarded
resource on word study for phonics,
vocabulary and spelling instruction.
Words Their Way and its companion volumes enable you to
assess, clearly identify and document each student’s spelling stage,
and tailor activities to improve your student’s spelling knowledge.

Words Their Way: Word Study for
Phonics, Vocabulary, and Spelling
Instruction Fifth Edition

Words Their Way is a teacher-directed, student-centred
approach to vocabulary growth and spelling development whereby
students categorise words using picture, pattern and meaning
word sorts and activities. It caters for differentiated learning in the
classroom, rather than a one-size fits all solution.
The new fifth edition of the core teaching resource features
updated design and content, including new word sorts and a
step-by-step guide through the assessments. Now combined with
a complimentary six month subscription to the online PDToolKit,
teachers can access digital learning material including online
diagnostic tools, interactive word sorts, games and videos.

Stage-specific companion volumes

Key Features:
• Diagnostic tools to enable you
to assess, clearly identify and
document each student’s
spelling stage and areas needing
improvement

A complete curriculum of assessments, reproducible sorts and
detailed directions for each stage of spelling development are
provided in this series.

• Companion volumes
specialise in various
learning stages, from emergent
to derivational relations
• Engaging activities to support
and develop students at each
stage
• This resource extends to
EAL/D (ESL) and secondary
students

Words Their Way:
Letter and Picture
Sorts for Emergent
Spellers

Words Their Way:
Word Sort for Letter
Name-Alphabetic
Spellers

Words Their Way:
Words Sorts for
Within Word Pattern
Spellers

Words Their Way:
Word Sorts for
Syllables and Affixes
Spellers

Words Their Way:
Word Sorts for
Derivational Relations
Spellers

Words Their Way with
English Learners:
Word Study for Phonics,
Vocabulary, and Spelling

• The fifth edition now includes
a six month subscription to the
online PDToolKit
• Best results in schools which
adopt this resource as a whole
school program for Years F-8

Words Their Way
Australian Supplement DVD
NEW in December 2012 NEW

Words Their Way Australian
Supplement DVD

“Words Their Way is simple
to use, differentiates for all
learning styles and gets results.”

The Words Their Way Australian Supplement DVD contains
• Australian adjustments chart for each spelling stage,
summarising the revisions made for the Australian classroom
• Australian Curriculum and Words Their Way chart,
correlating the program against the layers of orthography,
Words Their Way spelling stages and Australian Curriculum
spelling stages
• Teaching notes for each spelling stage, providing teaching
tips, replacement word sorts for Australian spellings and
pronunciations, and extra word sorts to support the Australian
Curriculum.
• Digital word sort activities for use on interactive whiteboards,
classroom computers and iPads
• A video and case studies from Australian classrooms to help
implement the program in your school.
Please note this DVD is designed to be used in conjunction with
all other Words Their Way components.

Peter Mahoney, Classroom
Teacher, Mitchelton State
School, QLD

“Words Their Way is a fabulous resource
for supporting curriculum differentiation. By
using the placement tests, my staff have been
able to provide every student with content
that is pitched at the appropriate level.”
Stephen Green, Principal, Upper
Swan Primary School, WA

Words Their Way training sessions
with Pearson Professional Learning
This resource is supported by professional development courses and
workshops across Australia, for both new and more experienced users.
For upcoming sessions please visit:
www.pearson.com.au/pl

